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Preparing for the PE Civil Exam can be a daunting task. As a civil engineer
aspiring to advance your career, passing this exam is crucial. Fortunately, there
are valuable resources available to help you navigate through the exam content
with confidence. One such resource is the PPI Structural Depth Reference
Manual for the PE Civil Exam Fifth Edition eText.

This comprehensive reference manual is designed to assist civil engineers in
preparing for the structural depth portion of the PE Civil Exam. With its user-
friendly interface and detailed content, this eText serves as the ultimate study
companion for any aspiring professional.

What sets the Fifth Edition eText apart?

The Fifth Edition eText of the PPI Structural Depth Reference Manual offers
numerous advantages over its predecessors. First and foremost, the eText format
provides convenience and accessibility. In today's digital age, having a
searchable and portable study resource is invaluable. You no longer have to carry
around bulky textbooks; instead, you can access all the content with just a few
clicks.
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The eText also offers enhanced navigation features, allowing you to quickly jump
to specific sections or topics. This feature becomes particularly useful during
revision and targeted studying, as you can easily retrieve and review relevant
information.

Furthermore, the Fifth Edition eText incorporates the latest updates and
advancements in the field of civil engineering. The content has been carefully
curated and revised to align with the current exam specifications and
expectations. By studying from this up-to-date resource, you can be confident
that you are well-prepared for the exam.

Key features of the PPI Structural Depth Reference Manual

The PPI Structural Depth Reference Manual is renowned for its comprehensive
coverage of the required topics, providing a thorough understanding of structural
engineering principles. Here are some key features that make this eText truly
remarkable:

1. Detailed Explanations:
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The manual offers in-depth explanations of structural concepts, theories, and
design principles. With clear illustrations and examples, it helps bridge the gap
between theoretical knowledge and practical applications.

2. Extensive Examples:

The eText includes numerous examples that demonstrate the application of
engineering theories to real-life scenarios. This not only aids in understanding the
concepts better but also enhances problem-solving skills.

3. Practice Problems:

To reinforce your learning, the manual offers a wide range of practice problems.
These problems are designed to simulate the exam environment and gauge your
preparedness. By solving them, you can identify your strengths and weaknesses,
allowing you to focus your efforts accordingly.

4. Exam Strategies:

The eText provides valuable exam strategies and tips from experienced
professionals. These insights can help you approach the exam in an organized
and strategic manner, maximizing your chances of success.

How to make the best use of the PPI Structural Depth Reference
Manual

While the PPI Structural Depth Reference Manual is an excellent study resource
on its own, combining it with effective study techniques can further enhance your
preparation.

1. Create a Study Plan:

Develop a detailed study plan that allocates time for each topic. Break down
larger concepts into smaller, manageable sections and set specific goals for each



study session. A well-structured study plan will keep you organized and ensure
you cover all necessary content.

2. Regular Practice:

Consistent practice is vital to excel in the PE Civil Exam. Solve as many practice
problems as possible, referring to the manual for guidance. Regular practice will
not only improve your speed and accuracy but also build confidence.

3. Join Study Groups:

Connecting with fellow examinees or civil engineering professionals is a great
way to share knowledge, discuss challenging concepts, and gain different
perspectives. Joining study groups or online forums can provide valuable insights
and support throughout your preparation.

4. Simulate Exam Conditions:

To get comfortable with the exam format and improve time management skills,
simulate exam conditions while solving practice problems. Set a timer, create a
quiet environment, and attempt problems within the allocated time frame.

5. Stay Updated:

Civil engineering is a constantly evolving field. Stay up-to-date with the latest
industry trends, regulations, and advancements. Regularly refer to trusted
sources and incorporate new knowledge into your study sessions.

The PPI Structural Depth Reference Manual for the PE Civil Exam Fifth Edition
eText is an invaluable resource for any civil engineer aiming to excel in the
structural depth portion of the exam. With its comprehensive content, user-
friendly interface, and accessibility, this eText serves as the ultimate study
companion. By combining effective study techniques with this comprehensive



manual, you can confidently approach the PE Civil Exam and enhance your
chances of success.
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Comprehensive Coverage of the PE Civil Exam Structural Depth Section

The Structural Depth Reference Manual for the PE Civil Exam prepares you for
the structural depth section of the PE Civil exam. It provides a concise, yet
comprehensive review of the structural depth section exam topics and highlights
the most useful equations in the exam-adopted codes and standards. Solving
methods—including ASD and LRFD for steel, strength design for concrete, and
ASD for timber and masonry—are thoroughly explained. Throughout the book,
cross references connect concepts and point you to additional relevant tables,
figures, equations, and codes. More than 95 example problems demonstrate the
application of concepts and equations. Each chapter includes practice problems
so you can solve exam-like problems, and step-by-step solutions allow you to
check your solution approach. A thorough index directs you to the codes and
concepts you will need during the exam.
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Topics Covered

Design of Reinforced Masonry

Design of Wood Structures

Foundations

Prestressed Concrete Design

Reinforced Concrete Design

Structural Steel Design

 
Referenced Codes and Standards

Building Code Requirements and Specifications for Masonry Structures and
Companion Commentaries (ACI 530/530.1)

Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318)

International Building Code (IBC)

Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE/SEI7)

National Design Specification for Wood Construction ASD/LRFD (NDS)

PCI Design Handbook: Precast and Prestressed Concrete (PCI)

Steel Construction Manual (AISC)

 
Key Features: 



A robust index to facilitate quick referencing during the PE Civil Exam.

Highlights the most useful equations in the exam-adopted codes and
standards.

Binding: Paperback

Publisher: PPI, A Kaplan Company
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